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Eon Dragoneye Reborn 1 Alison Goodman
A recreation of the world of Renaissance Italy, following Leonardo as he sets out on a mythic
journey to a destiny - and an adventure - that might have been.
ONE BOY'S POWER TO SUMMON DEMONS WILL CHANGE THE FATE OF AN EMPIRE ...
More demons, epic battles, and fights to the death: introducing the unmissable next instalment
in the New York Times bestselling Summoner Trilogy... On trial for a crime he did not commit,
Fletcher must face the Inquisition who will decide his future - the process is gruelling, lead by
those who will do anything to see him suffer and haunted by ghosts from the past with clues to
Fletcher's tragic origins. But Fletcher has little time to dwell on these new revelations when the
king announces a deadly challenge to the graduating students at Vocans. One that involves
entering Orc territory to complete a risky mission. With loyal demons by their sides,
commoners and nobles, dwarves and elves must overcome barriers of class and race and
work together to triumph. The reward: a fortune in gold, the safety of an empire and PEACE.
With the entire empire watching, Fletcher has much to prove, but there are those out to get him
and it soon becomes clear that there's a traitor in their midst, trying to thwart the mission and
create unrest within the Empire. With everything stacked against him, Fletcher must use
everything in his power to fight his way to victory. BONUS MATERIAL: Find out more about
Demons in an illustrated DEMONOLOGY - exclusive to this paperback edition. 'Friendship,
loyalty, magic and political intrigue beckon ...' The Bookseller
DIVERGENT meets MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA in this dark YA thriller set within the walls of a
lawless slum city, where Jin Ling searches for her lost sister and Dai struggles to complete an
impossible mission. There are three rules of survival in the Walled City: Run fast. Trust no one.
Always carry your knife. Right now, my life depends completely on the first. Run, run, run. Dai
traffics drugs for the most ruthless man in the Walled City. To find freedom, he needs help from
someone who can be invisible... Jin Ling hides under the radar, evading the street gangs as
she searches for her lost sister. Mei Yee survives trapped in a brothel, dreaming of escape
while watching the girls who try fail and die. Damaged and betrayed, can these three find the
faith to join forces and escape the stifling city walls? With a fantasy setting inspired by Kowloon
Walled City, Hong Kong, Ryan's novel has a rich authenticity and an intense atmosphere, and
its pace will enthral the reader from the very first page.
Seventeen-year-old prankster Maxwell Connors tries to maintain his identity in a mid-twentyfirst century world where the children of his elite corporate town of New Middletown are treated
with a drug to turn them into obedient, well-mannered citizens.
“The queer teen historical you didn’t know was missing from your life.” — Teen Vogue, on The
Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue In this funny and frothy novella that picks up where the
New York Times bestselling The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue leaves off, freshly
minted couple Monty and Percy fumble through their first time together. Monty’s epic grand
tour may be over, but now that he and Percy are finally a couple, he realizes there is
something more nerve-wracking than being chased across Europe: getting together with the
person you love. Will the romantic allure of Santorini make his first time with Percy magical, or
will all the anticipation and build-up completely spoil the mood?
Eon has disguised herself as a boy in order to study Dragon Magic and become a Dragoneye,
one of a select group that forms a conduit to the power of energy dragons, but if the secret of
her sex comes out, she will be killed.
Everything about Ginny will change this summer, and it’s all because of 13 little blue
envelopes... Perfect summer read from Queen of Teen 2012
New York Times bestselling author Cinda Williams Chima presents the second installment in a
thrilling new fantasy series, in which the lives of Han Alister and the brave Princess Raisa
collide in a magical and dangerous adventure. Haunted by the loss of his mother and sister,
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Han Alister journeys south to begin his schooling at Mystwerk House in Oden's Ford. But
leaving the Fells doesn't mean that danger isn't far behind. Han is hunted every step of the way
by the Bayars, a powerful wizarding family set on reclaiming the amulet Han stole from them.
And Mystwerk House has dangers of its own. There, Han meets Crow, a mysterious wizard
who agrees to tutor Han in the darker parts of sorcery—but the bargain they make is one Han
may regret. Meanwhile, Princess Raisa ana'Marianna runs from a forced marriage in the Fells,
accompanied by her friend Amon and his triple of cadets. Now, the safest place for Raisa is
Wein House, the military academy at Oden's Ford. If Raisa can pass as a regular student,
Wein House will offer both sanctuary and the education Raisa needs to succeed as the next
Gray Wolf queen. Everything changes when Han and Raisa's paths cross, in this epic tale of
uncertain friendships, cut-throat politics, and the irresistible power of attraction.

Suzanne Weyn brings her trademark mix of history, romance, and the
supernatural to the Salem Witch Trials.Elsabeth James has powers she doesn't
fully understand. She is descended from midwives, mind readers, and a fortuneteller who was put to death because she foresaw the death of Mary, Queen of
Scots. She can hear people's thoughts and sometimes see what they see. She
has supernatural gifts, but not evil ones. When Elsabeth sails with her sister,
father, and governess to America, however, she does not foresee that their ship
will be wrecked in a storm. Alone for the first time in her life, she washes up on a
South Carolina plantation, where she falls in love with a boy she meets there and
learns magic and healing from an unexpected source. As her powers grow, her
stay is cut short, and she is sent as a servant to Salem, Massachusetts. There
she accidentally allows an evil spirit to enter the village. When a group of girls
start to say they're bewitched and accuse villagers of witchcraft, Elsabeth must
find some way to save herself and the boy she loves.
Eon has been studying the ancient art of Dragon Magic for four years, hoping
he'll be able to apprentice to one of the 12 energy dragons of good fortune. But
he also has a dark secret. He is actually Eona, a 16-year-old girl.
Chloe King is a seemingly normal girl. She goes to class (most of the time), fights
with her mom, and crushes on a boy…or two. But around her sixteenth birthday,
Chloe finds that perhaps she isn’t so normal after all. There’s the heightened
night vision, the superfast reflexes—oh, and the claws. As Chloe discovers who
she is—and where she comes from—it is clear she is not alone. Someone is trying
to get her. And they will stop at nothing until they do. Chloe has nine lives…but will
nine be enough? First released as a trilogy in 2004, this bind-up edition arrives
just as the new ABC Family original series The Nine Lives of Chloe King, based
closely on the original novels, premieres in June 2011.
Framed for a crime she didn't commit, a wrongly-imprisoned space captain's only
chance at freedom is to abduct a fearsome alien war commander. Sub-Captain
Eve Traynor knows a suicide mission when she sees one. With deadly insectoid
aliens threatening to invade Earth, the planet’s only chance of survival is to get
the attention of the fierce Eon Warriors. But the Eon want nothing to do with
Earth, and Eve wants nothing to do with abducting War Commander Davion
Thann-Eon off his warship. But when Earth’s Space Corps threaten her sisters,
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Eve will do anything to keep them safe, even if it means she might not make it
back. War Commander Davion Thann-Eon is taking his first vacation in years.
Dedicated to keeping the Eon Empire safe, he’s been born and bred to protect.
But when he’s attacked and snatched off his very own warship, he is shocked to
find himself face-to-face with a bold, tough little Terran warrior. One who both
infuriates and intrigues him. When their shuttle is attacked by the ravenous
insectoid Kantos, Eve and Davion crash land on the terrifying hunter planet
known as Hunter7. A planet designed to test a warrior to his limits. Now, the pair
must work together to survive, caught between the planet and its dangers, the
Kantos hunting them down, and their own incendiary attraction.
EonDragoneye RebornPenguin
A retelling of "Snow White" set in the "gritty gun-slinging west."
Facing the ultimate battle for control of the land she calls home, Eona finds
herself waging an internal battle every bit as devastating as the war threatening
to break out across the kingdom.
"Teenage Famous Five mixed with a bit of Heroes"Just who is Halíka
Dacomé?To Rose Frost, moving house every six months is normal. Another town
here, another school there, her ability to adapt is as easy as breathing. But
everything changes when her parents go overseas and Rose moves in with her
grandmother. She enjoys meeting new friends and catching up with old ones
from her childhood holidays--except now she must hide a precious secret from
everyone, a gift from birth that defies modern day science.Her dreams become
riddled with a warrior woman called Halíka Dacomé, but are they visions or
messages from the future? She starts her own investigation but encounters more
questions than answers. Living right on the edge of Warminster in Wiltshire
doesn't help with its folklore and myths about strange lights in the sky and ghost
stories of the Salisbury Plain.Not only that, her troubles really take hold one night
when the mysterious Aiden Deverill with his alluring smile, his gorgeous dark
looks and hypnotising blue eyes, saves her from a freak fire. Or did he?For Rose,
her new life is beginning but she soon realises that despite assurances people
are not always what they seem. What she always believed to be a happy family
and a friendly town soon turns on its head when she discovers that her family
secret, Aiden Deverill and the truth behind Halíka Dacomé is at the heart of the
whole conspiracy.-This book is perfect for teens aged 14 or upwards.You can
visit the authors website at alexandramay.co.uk
Provides a readers' advisory guide that focuses on boy-friendly categories of genre
fiction and nonfiction, and includes information on how to conduct a readers' advisory
interview.
She's an alien warrior dedicated to her job, but a tough, handsome Terran captain is a
temptation she never expected. As a female Eon warrior, Second Commander Airen
Kann-Felis has fought for her career and is proud of her work aboard the warship, the
Rengard. She has no time for men or frivolous pleasures, especially with the deadly
insectoid Kantos causing the Eon trouble at every turn. When the Eon Empire makes
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an alliance with the small planet of Earth, she never expected to be working alongside a
man like Sub-Captain Donovan Lennox. A good-looking, smart, and tenacious man who
tempts her in ways she's never been tempted before. Donovan Lennox was born for
space, and he's happy to be aboard a high-tech Eon warship and helping to take down
the Kantos. He's even happier to work with the disciplined, independent female Eon
warrior who is very easy on the eyes. Donovan believes in respect and pleasure, but
what he doesn't believe in is the myth of love. It was the one lesson his loser dad
managed to teach him. As Donovan tries to tempt Airen into playing with him, she's
keeping her walls up, even as every second they spend together draws them closer.
When Airen and Donovan are on a shuttle mission together, they find themselves under
attack by the Kantos and forced to crash-land on a deadly prison planet. With only each
other to depend on, both of them will have to learn to trust each other, or they stand no
chance at winning the race to survive the Kantos, or the prison planet's dangerous
creatures and bloodthirsty criminals.
Meet Will Carter, but feel free to call him Carter. (Yes, he knows it's a lazy nickname,
but he didn't have much say in the matter.) Here are five things you should know about
him: 1. He has a stuttering problem, particularly around boobs and belly buttons. 2. He
battles Attention Deficit Disorder every minute of every day unless he gets distracted. 3.
He's a virgin, mostly because he's no good at talking to girls (see number 1). 4. He's
about to start high school. 5. He's totally not ready. Join Carter for his freshman year,
where he'll search for sex, love, and acceptance anywhere he can find it. In the
process, he'll almost kill a trombone player, face off with his greatest nemesis, suffer a
lot of blood loss, narrowly escape death, run from the cops (not once, but twice), get
caught up in a messy love triangle, meet his match in the form of a curvy drill teamer,
and surprise the hell out of everyone, including himself.
Sequel to New York Times bestselling author Alison Goodman's acclaimed The Dark
Days Club—a smashing combination of Buffy and Jane Austen! Summer, 1812. After the
scandalous events at her presentation ball in London, Lady Helen has taken refuge at
the fashionable seaside resort of Brighton, banished from her family and training as a
Reclaimer with the covert Dark Days Club. She must learn to fight the dangerous
energy-wielding Deceivers and prepare to face their master, the elusive Grand
Deceiver. As she struggles to put aside her genteel upbringing, Helen realizes that her
mentor, Lord Carlston, is fighting his own inner battle. Has the foul Deceiver energy
poisoned his soul, or is something else driving him towards violent bouts of madness?
Either way, Helen is desperate to help the man with whom she shares a deep but
forbidden connection. When Mr. Pike, the hard bureaucratic heart of the Dark Days
Club, arrives in Brighton, he has a secret mission for Helen: find the journal left by a
mad rogue Reclaimer, before it falls into the hands of the Deceivers. Coerced by Pike,
Helen has no choice but to do as ordered, knowing that the search for the journal may
bring about Lord Carlston’s annihilation.
One day, gravity on Earth suddenly became a fraction of what it is now. Twenty years
later, humanity has adapted to its new low-gravity reality. And to Willa Fowler, a woman
born just after G-day, it's...well, it's pretty awesome, actually. You can fly through the
air! I mean, sure, you can also die if you jump too high. So you just don't jump too high.
And maybe don't get mixed up in your Dad's secret plan to bring gravity back that could
get you killed... SKYWARD, VOL. 1 collects issues #1-5 of the ongoing series from
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writer Joe Henderson (showrunner of Fox's Lucifer) and artist Lee Garbett (Lucifer,
Loki: Agent of Asgard).
Hannie Reynard, a young indie filmmaker, is shooting a documentary on women who
share a unique genetic trait. When her stars disappear, Hannie follows a perilous trail
that leads her to a powerful puppet master with a deadly obsession. Original.
New York Times-bestseller Alison Goodman's critically acclaimed Regency adventure
starring a stylish and intrepid demon-hunter! London, April 1812. On the eve of 18-yearold Lady Helen Wrexhall's presentation to the Queen, one of her family's housemaids
disappears--and Helen is drawn into the shadows of Regency London. There, she
meets Lord Carlston, one of the few who can stop the perpetrators: a cabal of demons
infiltrating every level of society. Dare she ask for his help, when his reputation is
almost as black as his lingering eyes? And will her intelligence and headstrong curiosity
wind up leading them into a death trap?
No one wanted Ai Ling. And deep down she is relieved—despite the dishonor she has
brought upon her family—to be unbetrothed and free, not some stranger's subservient
bride banished to the inner quarters. But now, something is after her. Something
terrifying—a force she cannot comprehend. And as pieces of the puzzle start to fit
together, Ai Ling begins to understand that her journey to the Palace of Fragrant
Dreams isn't only a quest to find her beloved father but a venture with stakes larger
than she could have imagined. Bravery, intelligence, the will to fight and fight hard . . .
she will need all of these things. Just as she will need the new and mysterious power
growing within her. She will also need help. It is Chen Yong who finds her partly
submerged and barely breathing at the edge of a deep lake. There is something of
unspeakable evil trying to drag her under. On a quest of his own, Chen Yong offers that
help . . . and perhaps more.

Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter—but did you know he
really lived? And he might still be alive today! Discover the truth in Michael
Scott’s New York Times bestselling series the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas
Flamel with the first three books: The Alchemyst, The Magician, and The
Sorceress. The truth: Nicholas Flamel was born in Paris on September 28, 1330.
The legend: Nicholas Flamel discovered the secret of eternal life. The records
show that he died in 1418. But his tomb is empty. Nicholas Flamel lives. But only
because he has been making the elixir of life for centuries. The secret of eternal
life is hidden within the book he protects—the Book of Abraham the Mage. It's the
most powerful book that has ever existed. In the wrong hands, it will destroy the
world. That's exactly what Dr. John Dee plans to do when he steals it.
Humankind won't know what's happening until it's too late. And if the prophecy is
right, Sophie and Josh Newman are the only ones with the power to save the
world as we know it. Sometimes legends are true. And Sophie and Josh Newman
are about to find themselves in the middle of the greatest legend of all time. “[A]
A riveting fantasy…While there is plenty here to send readers rushing to their
encyclopedias…those who read the book at face value will simply be caught up in
the enthralling story. A fabulous read.”—SLJ, Starred Read the whole series! The
Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The Necromancer The Warlock The
Enchantress
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If middle school sucked for Vladimir Tod, high school is a real drain. Besides
being a punch bag for bullies, hes still going nowhere fast with dream girl
Meredith. Needless to say, practicing his vampire skills hasnt exactly been a
priority for Vlad until now. A monumental trip to Siberia with Uncle Otis,
training alongside the most gifted vampires, is exactly what Vlad needs. And
hed better get it right, because the battle brewing back home with the vampire
whos been stalking him . . . could be Vlads last.
The sixth book in the epic and compulsively readable Sevenwaters series "Yet
another triumph from Marillier" The Weekend West Going home can be the
hardest thing of all... When Maeve, twenty year old daughter of Lord Sean of
Sevenwaters, accompanies a skittish horse back to Erin, she must confront her
demons. For Maeve carries the legacy of a childhood fire in her crippled hands.
She has lived with her aunt in Britain for ten years, developing a special gift for
gentling difficult animals. Maeve arrives home to find Sevenwaters in turmoil. The
forest surrounding her father's keep also has uncanny inhabitants, including a
community of Fair Folk. Now the fey prince Mac Dara has become desperate to
see his only son return to the Otherworld to rule after him. To force Sean's hand,
Mac Dara has made innocent travellers on the Sevenwaters border disappear,
and now their bodies are appearing one by one in bizarre circumstances. Mac
Dara's malign activities must be stopped. But how? What human army can defeat
a force with magic at its fingertips? Maeve's gift with animals earns her respect at
Sevenwaters. She bonds with her enigmatic small brother, Finbar, his druid tutor
Luachan, and two stray dogs. When Maeve discovers the body of one of the
missing men, she and Finbar are drawn into a journey where the stakes are high:
they may bring about the end of Mac Dara's reign, or suffer a hideous death. For
Maeve, success may lead to a future she has not dared to believe possible.
Shortlisted for the Aurealis Award for Best Fantasy Novel Fans of Marion Zimmer
Bradley, Isobelle Carmody and Robin Hobb will love Juliet Marillier.
Fer has always felt that she doesn't belong. She hears the call of the wild wood,
the secrets it whispers. When her grandmother reveals clues about the
disappearance of her father and his mystical bond to her mother, Fer begins to
unlock secrets about the parents she never knew. Led to a reflecting pool which
uncovers The Way, Fer finds an enchanting and dangerous land. And it is here
that she will realise her destiny - to face down the deadly Mor and free this land
from its imprisonment in ice and evil.
Under the harsh regime of an ambitious master, candidate Eon is training to
become a Dragoneye - a powerful Lord able to master wind and water to protect
the land. But Eon also harbours a desperate secret that, if revealed, will mean
certain death.
The thrilling, genre-bending conclusion to Lady Helen's demon-hunting
adventures, set in the glittering Regency world. Lady Helen has retreated to a
country estate outside Bath to prepare for her wedding to the Duke of Selburn,
yet she knows she has unfinished business to complete. She and the
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dangerously charismatic Lord Carlston have learned they are a dyad, bonded in
blood, and only they are strong enough to defeat the Grand Deceiver, who
threatens to throw mankind into chaos. But the heinous death-soaked Ligatus
Helen has absorbed is tearing a rift in her mind. Its power, if unleashed, will
annihilate both Helen and Carlston unless they can find a way to harness its
ghastly force and defeat their enemy. In the final book of the trilogy that began
with The Dark Days Club and continued with The Dark Days Pact, the intrepid
Lady Helen's story hurtles to a shocking conclusion full of action, heartbreak and
betrayal.
Read Alison Goodman's blogs and other content on the Penguin Community.
Eon--the award-winning crossover fantasy that soars! Sixteen-year-old Eon has a
dream, and a mission. For years, he's been studying sword-work and magic,
toward one end. He and his master hope that he will be chosen as a Dragoneyean apprentice to one of the twelve energy dragons of good fortune. But Eon has
a dangerous secret. He is actually Eona, a sixteen-year-old girl who has been
masquerading as a twelve-year-old boy. Females are forbidden to use Dragon
Magic; if anyone discovers she has been hiding in plain sight, her death is
assured. When Eon's secret threatens to come to light, she and her allies are
plunged into grave danger and a deadly struggle for the Imperial throne. Eon
must find the strength and inner power to battle those who want to take her
magic...and her life.
The first book in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the hit CW
television show. No one has set foot on Earth in centuries -- until now. Ever since
a devastating nuclear war, humanity has lived on spaceships far above Earth's
radioactive surface. Now, one hundred juvenile delinquents -- considered
expendable by society -- are being sent on a dangerous mission: to recolonize
the planet. It could be their second chance at life...or it could be a suicide
mission. CLARKE was arrested for treason, though she's haunted by the memory
of what she really did. WELLS, the chancellor's son, came to Earth for the girl he
loves -- but will she ever forgive him? Reckless BELLAMY fought his way onto
the transport pod to protect his sister, the other half of the only pair of siblings in
the universe. And GLASS managed to escape back onto the ship, only to find
that life there is just as dangerous as she feared it would be on Earth. Confronted
with a savage land and haunted by secrets from their pasts, the hundred must
fight to survive. They were never meant to be heroes, but they may be mankind's
last hope.
Eon has been studying the ancient art of Dragon Magic for four years, hoping he'll
become apprentice to one of the twelve energy dragons of good fortune. But he also
has a dark secret. He is actually Eona, a sixteen-year-old girl who has been living a
dangerous lie for the chance to become a Dragoneye, the human link to an energy
dragon's power. It is forbidden for females to practise the Dragon Magic and, if
discovered, Eon faces a terrible death. But after a brilliant sword ceremony, Eon is
catapulted into the treacherous world of the Imperial court, where his desperate lie
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comes to light ...
Alison Goodman's first novel - in a very special new edition! Seventeen-year-old Joss is
a rebel, and a student of time travel at the prestigious Centre for Neo-Historical Studies.
This year, for the first time, the Centre has an alien student: Mavkel, from the planet
Choria. And Mavkel has chosen Joss, of all people, as his roommate and study partner.
Then Mavkel gets sick. Joss quickly realizes that his will to live is draining away. The
only way she can help Mavkel is by breaking the Centre's strictest rules - and that
means going back in time to change history. This new Firebird edition of Alison
Goodman's acclaimed first genre-bending adventure features a short story about Joss
and Mav's after-book adventures, originally published in Firebirds Rising.
The kingdom of Goredd is populated by humans and by dragons who fold themselves
into a human form. Though they live alongside each other, the peace between them is
uneasy. But when a member of the royal family is murdered, and the crime appears to
have been committed by a dragon the peace and treaty between both worlds is
seriously threatened . . . Into this comes Seraphina, a gifted musician who joins the
royal court as the assistant to the court composer. She is soon drawn into the murder
investigation and, as she uncovers hints of a sinister plot to destroy the peace in
Goredd for good, finds herself caught desperately in the middle of the tension. For
Seraphina hides a secret - the secret behind her musical gift - and if she is found out,
her life is in serious danger . . .
A teen lawyer stars in a novel that “portrays a girl possessing power in the actual world,
trusting her own mind and conscience and sense of justice” (Los Angeles Times).
When she was not yet a teenager, Kate Hope started “reading law” in the office of
“Judge” Hope, her half-blind grandfather, a grumpy eighty-nine-year-old lawyer with
problems. One big problem is that he believes in justice for all, not just those who can
afford it. He also needs a partner. Together they find a loophole in Colorado law, and
Kate becomes a lawyer—technically. She has a law license hanging on the wall in her
office, but she has no idea how to practice law. In a courtroom. With a judge and jury
and defendants. It doesn’t help that things don’t start out so well for Kate’s legal
career. The firm of Hope and Hope has an unusual first case, and if they lose it, a dog
named Herman—the only friend an old woman has—will be destroyed. But Kate’s
grandfather falls ill, leaving her to try the case on her own. Will Kate be able to save
Herman from doggy death row? Will Grandfather Hope recover in time to make it to the
courtroom? Will life ever be normal again for Kate Hope? Will justice be served? “The
social issues of the day flavor the narrative, which is also laden with legal detail and
discussions of justice that will appeal to aficionados of courtroom dramas . . . a unique
premise.” —School Library Journal “Entertaining . . . Educational.” —Kliatt
A lively compilation of wishing traditions from around the world provides insight into the
cultures of lands far and near while reminding readers of the similarities we all share.
15,000 first printing.
John, Jack, and Charles (who met nine years ago when they became Caretakers of the
Imaginarium Geographica, an atlas of all the lands we think of as imaginary) have come
together again. Someone is kidnapping the children of the Archipelago of Dreams - and
the legendary Dragonships, which can cross between the two worlds, have
disappeared. Their search takes them from Sir James Barrie and Peter Pan, to Jason
and the Argonauts, Medea, the Pied Piper of Hamelin, and much more! An inventive,
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magical adventure that will keep readers riveted.
“Every pastor should read this. . . . Every believer who has ever despaired of church,
been tempted to quit, or struggled with guilt over leaving should, too” (Rod Dreher).
Americans still believe in God, but they are leaving the church in record numbers. Why
are the faithful fleeing? Julia Duin, a veteran journalist and a Christian, has collected
the research and added insights from interviews with disillusioned followers, as well as
from her own story. In this engrossing account of churches in decline, Duin visits
numerous churches and explores a number of factors underlying the social shift away
from church: irrelevant teaching, the neglect of singles, the marginalization of women,
and a lack of authentic spiritual power. She also journeys into house churches and
emergent congregations. Duin’s careful analysis is sure to help church leaders and
churchgoers examine how they might better serve their communities and create inviting
spiritual homes for people of all kinds. “Engaging . . . as religion editor for the
Washington Times, [Duin] is in her element marshaling statistics, interviewing authors
and clergy, and commenting on the trend of faithful evangelicals who increasingly vote
with their feet by leaving their churches.” —Publishers Weekly
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